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[This article is part 3 of a series on
Oversight Structures by M. Scott
Boren. To read part one, click here.
To read part two, click here.]

Mentoring can be defined as passing
down the life of God from fathers to
sons and from mothers to daughters. It
is the impartation of the Spirit to faithful
men and women who can care for
other people. Mentoring flows through
the four roles of an effective small
group system—vision direction, cell
pastoring, cell coaching, and cell
implementation. When a church first
starts holistic small groups or cells,
developing an extensive mentoring or
oversight structure won’t be crucial.
Because there will only be a handful of
groups, the pastor can provide the
mentoring and spiritual fathering
necessary. But when a church
launches or grows to five or more
groups, it will prove crucial to begin
formalizing an oversight structure that
mentors new leaders.

If a church launches its cell group
initiative with more than five groups, it
is paramount to develop an oversight
structure from the beginning. The
problem that churches encounter in
such situations is that the people in
oversight positions won’t have the
experience of actually leading a cell
group and therefore find it difficult to
speak into the lives of those leading
the groups. Determining the structure
is crucial, but if the people in that
structure don’t understand how to
mentor others, then it matters very little
what kind of structure you develop.
(How to Be a Great Cell Group Coach
by Joel Comiskey provides practical
tips for mentoring cell group leaders.)

Most churches venture into cell
groups with an affinity toward one
model or another. Some prefer 5x5 as
exhibited by the Elim Church in San
Salvador, El Salvador. Others prefer
the oversight structure of Cho’s model
that is similar to the 5x5 but slightly
different. Many are embracing the G-12
model developed by International
Charismatic Mission in Bogotá,
Colombia. Still others are taking hold of
the G-12 principles and developing
something like a G-12.3 model, written
about by Joel Comiskey in a book
called From 12 to 3. How do you know
which model will work best for your
church, in your culture, and with your
leadership style? 

Key Questions for Understanding
the Models

Many become confused when they
study the different oversight models.
They get lost in the details. To describe
the details of each model and compare
the methods of operation would require
a 200-page book. As an introduction to
this topic, I will break down the
differences with a few key questions.
This may prove more helpful to you
than trying to figure out the differences
between the models. If you understand
these questions, you will be able to
develop your own oversight structure,
following the leadership of the Holy
Spirit.

These questions come in two
categories, core and peripheral. The
core questions define the essential
differences between the models. The
peripheral questions are those
questions that often characterize a
model but are not necessarily true. 
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In Review
Small Group
Ministry in the 21st
Century
Group Publishing, Inc.
256 pp.

Reviewed by: Robbi Stokovaz

Every cell pastor and
coach needs a copy of

this great reference book! Full of practical
ideas for every aspect of holistic small
group life, this resource will be just what
you need when a cell group leader has
run out of ideas and you need to be able
to quickly find several options. This
powerful book focuses on getting group
members involved and experiencing
authentic biblical community. It contains
fresh ideas on group prayer, worship,
fellowship, between-the-meeting fun and
ministry to each other, outreach to non-
believers, ready-made retreats, and even
community service.  Some pages are
even reproducible for local church use!
[Click here to buy Small Group Ministry in
the 21st Century on Amazon.com]

Living Waters
by Andy Comiskey

Program sponsored by

Desert Streams Ministries

Reviewed by: Randall
Neighbour

Living Waters (LW) is an in-depth, Christ-
centered program for people seeking
healing in areas of sexual and relational
brokenness. A healing, teaching and
discipleship series, LW addresses the
reality that we are all broken in our ability
to love others well. The goal of LW is to lay
a foundation for sexual and relational
wholeness in our lives. LW is offered
around the United States and the world in
Vineyard churches for the most part—
although it’s not an official ministry of the
Vineyard Church.

LW is particularly relevant to those
struggling with sexual promiscuity, the
effects of sexual abuse, codependency,
self-hatred, homosexuality or the inability to
love others well. Christ's capacity to touch
and restore at deep levels of shame and
brokenness extends to all of us, regardless
of the specifics of our issue.

The founder of Desert Streams (the
ministry that oversees the LW program) is
Andy Comiskey, brother to Joel Comiskey.

Joel is one of TOUCH’s favorite authors! 
My wife and I were participants in LW

in 2004. This program is reviewed from
first-hand experience, not a simple report
of the material covered or interviews with
participants.

My LW experience was by far the
most intense inner healing process I have
encountered—far deeper and more
penetrating than weekend events such as
TOUCH’s Encounter God or anything I’ve
seen or read from Neil Anderson. Don’t get
me wrong ... these resources are great to
help a person see a need for more healing.
LW provides that deeper inner healing
needed by so many believers with it’s in-
depth resources and 26-week program.

I found LW to be very balanced and
scripturally-based. Each week, the material
was taught by someone who had been
through the program previously and
experienced freedom in the particular topic
being covered. Then, everyone broke up
into small groups of men and women to
process aloud, confess sin, receive
forgiveness and be prayed over by small
group leadership teams of two.

The homework was also quite
illuminating, helping me to see roots of
issues I had not seen before. This made
my weekly small group time all the more
valuable as I was able to process aloud
and receive prayer.

Through my LW experience, I’ve come
to realize the depth of my own brokenness,
which has been wonderful, as odd as that
may sound. Today, I have a fresh sense of
compassion for others and a deep desire
to find personal healing through the work of
the cross. While LW didn’t “fix” all my
problems, it did open my eyes to a life-long
process of healing. I now have the tools I
need to pursue and obtain wholeness in
Christ.

If we had a star-rating system for
reviews, Living Waters would receive five
stars. Both my wife and I found an
incredible level of spiritual freedom through
LW and we both recommend it to every
pastor, cell leader and member we know.

I also highly recommend that you refer
those members in your church who have
repeatedly visited your office for
counseling. Living Waters is a breath of
fresh air for a pastor who has no idea how
to help a member face their deepest
issues.

[Click here to be taken to Desert Streams’
web site where you can learn more and
find a location.]

Featured Resource
The Answer
Book

by Randall G.
Neighbour

Cell Group Resources, a
division of TOUCH
Outreach Ministries, Inc.

Over the course of ten years, Randall
Neighbour has answered frequently
asked questions posed by small group
and cell group leaders from around
the world.

In this re-release of Answers to
Your Cell Group Questions,
Neighbour broadened the answers to
fit a wider audience of small group
leaders. This gives The Answer Book
a new tone, and it can be given to just
about any kind of small group leader.

You will find that The Answer
Book makes an excellent gift for a
new leader. Or, give it to existing
leaders who frequently ask you how to
handle various types of people and
challenges faced during meetings.

This resource has also
undergone a shift in size. Now it’s a
4 x 6 pocket-sized resource. The new
smaller size, coupled with the relaxed
writing style and practical tips will
keep your leaders reading instead of
tossing it on a bookshelf.

This book does an excellent job
of answering questions such as: How
to deal with a person who talks too
much during meetings; How to help
someone who is hurting and is
experiencing brokenness; How to
move a small group past the conflict
stage; How to release the group to an
apprentice or intern so the members
will follow the new leader in a new
group; The importance of accountability
between members; How to insure the
group experiences the presence,
power, and purpose of Christ in their
midst when they meet; How to help a
group reach out to unchurched
people, etc.

This book will be released no
later than September of 2005. Click
the link below or call us to reserve
your copy!

[Click here to reserve your copy via
our web site.]

Call 1-800-735-5865 to
reserve your copy
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Back by Popular Demand!
Articles in this special
annual edition include:

u What is a cell group?

u How to launch a cell ministry
the right way

u How (and when) to choose
the right cell model

u How to raise up, train, and
release cell leaders

u Developing an effective
coaching system over your
groups

u Why is “evangelism” so
scary to your members?
...and what to do about it!

u Why a mentor-driven
discipleship path is a cell
church must

u Setting your church
members free to minister:
Deliverance redefined

u How to start youth groups

u Why we should integrate our
children into cell life: It’s not
a choice but a biblical
mandate

u Plus featured resources we
highly recommend

. . . and best of all, it’ s free*

CLICK HERE TO SIGN UP
VIA OUR WEB SITE

*Note: This free offer is only available to recipients within the USA.
If you live outside the country, you can order it through our website
for a small fee plus the applicable shipping costs to your country.

http://www.touchusa.org/freebie.asp
http://www.touchusa.org/freebie.asp


Events, Training & Resources 
Click on any of the graphics below to be taken to a page on our website with more details!

October 21, 22, 2005 • Houston, Texas
This two-day event for pastors and church leadership will give you the tools required to create a game plan for
your church. You’ll enjoy the interaction with TOUCH staff and other pastors in a limited size group, and leave

with a clear understanding of how to proceed in your unique environment.
Click here for special discount pricing and hotel information!

M A K I N G
CELL GROUPS

W O R K

Bring this workshop
to your church!

Facilitator: Randall Neighbour

For more information,
call TOUCH at 800-735-5865

or click here.

NEW RESOURCES NOW
AVAILABLE FROM TOUCH

Community Life Series - Cell Agendas 
This set of 4 cell agenda books will help your groups grow by
challenging the members to discuss and apply basic truths
surrounding the Great Commandment and the Great
Commission (6 lessons, devotional and leader’s notes
included). NOW AVAILABLE! Click here for free samples!

Where Are We Now? by Bill Beckham 
A new book by Bill Beckham (author of 2nd Reformation and
Redefining Revival ) examines the small group movement and
the various models operating. NOW AVAILABLE!

Cell Church Solutions by Joel Comiskey
Joel’s latest book is filled with examples of how North American
churches have made cells work. NOW AVAILABLE!

In the last three years, Willow Creek has made a substantial shift from opt-in meta-groups to holistic small groups designed
to reach the lost with a geographical strategy pioneered by Randy Frazee (the newest pastoral staff member at Willow).

This is an excellent event to encourage your cell leaders—there’s nothing like being with 4,000 other small group devotees
for worship and learning new skills! Be sure to drop by the TOUCH information booth in the cafe area and attend Randall

Neighbour’s workshop entitled “Turning Members Into Leaders.” We’ll see you there!
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Core Questions
How many leaders does the coach
oversee? In the G-12 model, the
coach will mentor up to 12 cell group
leaders. In the 5x5, he will mentor up
to five. In the G-12.3, three is the goal.
The principle: Develop coaches who
have experience leading groups and
allow them to coach as many groups
(up to 12) as they have the time and
skills to coach. A high group-to-coach
ratio requires a greater commitment
and more time on the part of the
coach. Therefore, in busier
metropolitan cultures, it is wise to limit
the number that a volunteer coach
would oversee to no more than five. 

How often do leaders meet in
coaching huddles? Frequency of
coaching huddles varies from once per
week to once per quarter. The pure 
G-12 model requires the coach to
meet with his leaders every week. In
the other models, the frequency is not
fixed. The most effective models meet
at least once per month. The principle:
Discover what your people need.
Leaders who require lots of hands-on
mentoring would be more likely to
appreciate weekly meetings. Leaders
who have more education usually
require fewer meetings, desiring
different input from their coaches 
(one-on-one mentoring, phone calls,
and written resources).

Does the coach continue to lead a
cell group? This is a crucial distinctive
of the G-12 model. The G-12 leader,
who plays the coaching role, also
continues to lead a cell group. In the
5x5 model, the coach typically hands
his group over to another leader. In
other models, both options are viable.
The principle: Talk with the leader and
ask him what he wants to do. Many
effective cell leaders have been
promoted to the role of coach and
have become frustrated because they
enjoyed leading a group. Good leaders
are often able to continue leading a
group, while coaching two or three
other leaders. 

How many coaches does the cell
pastor oversee? The number of
coaches directly under a cell pastor is
a key differential between the various
models. The 5x5 model dictates that
the cell pastor oversees up to five
coaches (up to 25 cells). In G-12, the
cell pastor will oversee up to twelve

coaches (up to 144 cell groups). In the
G-12.3 model, he oversees no more
than 12 coaches and 50 groups. Other
creative models have various numbers
between five and twelve under their
cell pastors. 

Peripheral Questions
How do the groups multiply?
Traditionally, the 5x5 model embraces
the split approach where 14 people
divide into two groups of seven. The
G-12 model practices cell planting, a
process where one cell member is
launched out to start a new group,
leaving the old group in tact. The
reality is that there are many ways to
multiply a group. Three people can
launch out to plant a new group. The
existing leader might start a new
group, handing off the old group to an

apprentice. Two groups might work
together to start a third group. Any of
these can be used in all of the different
oversight strategies.

Are groups homogenous or
heterogeneous? For churches that
follow the G-12 model, groups are
organized homogeneously (i.e. men’s
groups, women’s groups, youth
groups, etc.). In most 5x5 churches,
the groups are heterogeneous family
groups. But there are also many
churches using the G-12 model to
oversee heterogeneous family groups
and the same is also true for the 5x5
model.

Are groups organized
geographically or by affinity? It has
been assumed that the 5x5 model is
the geographic model and the G-12
model is the affinity-based model.
While this is often the case, it is false
to assume these connections as a
basic principle. Many 5x5 churches
have groups based around affinity (i.e.
youth cell groups, groups that meet at

lunch breaks, men’s groups, etc.). In
the same way, many G-12 churches
organize their cell groups around
geography. 

Organic Development of an
Oversight Model

Most would love to have a prescribed
model that works in all situations. We
want a clearly articulated destination, a
final product directly from the hand of
God. But no such model is given in the
New Testament. Instead, the Bible
only lays out principles that overseers
and shepherds are to follow. The Bible
seems to emphasize the journey more
than the final destination. It seems to
encourage the church to live out the
principles of following God and
allowing Him to organically develop
His church as He sees fit. 

The popular cell group oversight
models were not predetermined
structures that pastors received from
God in a vacuum. They arose though
the journey of trial and error, through
following God’s leading in the
messiness of ministry. In such organic
development found on this journey,
God shapes His people into the Bride
He desires. You can and should learn
lessons from these models; you don’t
have to recreate the wheel. But you
cannot short-circuit the journey and
arrive at a perfect oversight model
without going through the process of
following God to see what kind of
model He wants to create in your
church. 

Use these core and peripheral
questions as guideposts on your
journey. See what kind of oversight
structure He is developing in your
church, one that works in your culture
at this time. It will share characteristics
of other models, but as it organically
develops, it will possess unique traits
given from God’s heart to you. 

Scott Boren is a church consultant
and the author of
Making Cell
Groups Work.
Look for his new
book, The Ten
Commandments
of Authentic
Biblical
Community due
out this fall.
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When you ask the right
questions, you will

discover the essential
differences between the

various cell models.
Then you be able to

determine which model
is right for your cell

ministry today.
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